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1ntroduc:ion
The experiment reported in this paper was undertaken
to obtain information about the radiation sensitivity of pine
seeds from different provenances.
Variation of radiation sensitivity among strains within
particular species has already been studied in some agricultural plants. Thus, JOHNSSON
(1933) found a greater sensitivity to radiation in the red and the white varieties of
Atriplex horteinsis than in the green ones. SMITH (1942)
discovered a mendelian factor decisive for the sensitivity
of Triticum m m o o o c c u m to X-rays as expressed by seedling growth and survival. M ~ N T Z I N
(1941)
G
concluded in
his experiment with autotetraploid and diploid Hlordeum
distichum that "the autotetraploid line is more resistant
to X-rays because it has four quite homologous genomes
instead of only two as in the diploid". The genetic damages
in a chromolsome of the tetraploid barley can therefore be
counterbalanced by a normal condition in the other homologous chromosomes. TEDINand HAGBERG (1952) found that
the X-ray sensitivity differed between the sweet and the
bitter lupine, Lupimus luteus. GREGORY (1956 a and b) observed a variation in sensitivity to X-rays in experiments
with Arachis hypoigea. SARIC(1957) reported the tetraploid
form of Petkus winter rye to be less sensitive to X-rays
than the diploid one, and LAMPRECHT (1956, 1957) described
certain pea varieties which were more sensitive to X-rays
than others. GELINet al. (1958) published a report concerning genetically conditioned influences on the radiation sensitivity of peas. They found that the reaction to radiation
is determined by the moistlure content of the seeds, germination temperature, and other factors important for plant
Table 1. - Description of the material
No.

Provenance

9

Ko jkul
Bölensberget
Hissjö
Olings jön
Ovan Aker
Sunne
San'da
Langenäs
Byarum

l0

1

1

Latitude

/

No. trees

Bjärges

National Institute of Radiation Breeding, Ohmiya-machi,
Naka-gun, Japan.
?) Forest Research Institute, Stockholm 51, Sweden.
I)

growth. Recently S MALIK et lal. (1960) have found variation
in the X-ray sensitivity of four potato varieties. The authors stated that long established varieties (date of origin)
and varieties with high protein content are more sensitive
to X-rays. LAFFERS (1960) stated that gerrninant seedlingc
of Picela [a'biesfrom high elevations were more resistant to
gamma rays than seedlings of lowland origin, i. e. principally a result similar to that of this experiment.

Maferial and methods
Pine seed lots (Pimus silvestris L.) representing ten provenances in various parts of Sweden were used. Table 1
describes the origin of these seeds and presents the number
of harvested trees in ea~chprovenance.
After collection in the autumn of 1959, the cones were
sent to the Forest Research Institute where the seeds were
extracted. Since the radiation sensitivity of pine seeds
depends on the developmental stage of the embryo (GusTAFSSON and S IMAK, 1958), only fully developed seeds were
used (IV A). Seeds from each of the provenances were
examined and divided into embryo classes by the X-ray
photo method (SIMAK and GUSTAFSSON
1953).
Tiable 2 shows that embryo class IV predominates in
all the seed lots. Thus, the selectivle use of these seeds
provides samples that rather faithfully represent the population stuctures. The high percentage of well developed
and
seeds in northern Sweden is unusual (cf. GUSTAFSSON
SIMAK 1956), and it was probaly caused by the exceptionally good conditions for seed ripening which prevailed in thi;
part of the country in 1959 (cf. EHRENBERG
et al. 1955).
Since the moisture content of seeds determines their
radiation sensitivity (E HRENBERG 1955, GUSTAFSSON
and SIMAK
1958), it was standardized by equilibrating the seeds for
one week with an air current of 45 per cent relative humidity, obtained by passing the air through 9.8 molar KOH.

-

Table 2. - Analysis of the seed material

Weight oi
seeds
NO. 1000
in class
IVA

1

2
3
4
5
b

7
8
9
10

Embryo and endosperm spectrum, per cent
IA

IIA

IVB

